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Why SME 
Marketers  
Have Struggled 
With ABM

ABM has become the dominant GTM strategy for enterprise 

marketers in recent years. Despite this, large organisations 

that sell into small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have 

largely been left out of the conversation.

That isn’t to say that SME marketers don’t understand the value 

of ABM. Instead, they’ve struggled to execute ABM campaigns 

because existing tools and technologies have prevented them 

from doing so at scale, in a way that’s effective, sustainable, and 

profitable.
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Why SME Marketers Have Struggled With ABM

Most ABM platforms traditionally use 3rd party intent data 

for account selection and do not have rich external data on 

businesses. Both of these issues present hurdles to marketers 

wanting to scale ABM programs.

    The ABM Data Gap. A gap exists in the availability of granular 

company and intent data for different-sized organisations. 

Whilst it’s easy to determine when website visitors from IP 

addresses associated with Microsoft or Google engage with 

specific content or offers, tracking the behaviours of small 

business employees — who may work out of shared coworking 

spaces or from home with dynamic IPs — is much more 

difficult. This makes it difficult for SME marketers to select the 

right accounts to target.

    Personalising at Scale. Existing ABM tools can’t handle 

campaign personalisation at scale — especially for SME 

marketers who may be targeting hundreds of thousands 

of accounts at a time. Not only does this mean that SME 

marketers need to reach a wider audience, their success rates 

have to be higher to avoid wasting time and budget. 

     The Segmentation Challenge. The propensity modelling and 

intent data used by many ABM marketers often fail to explain 

the nuanced reasons why businesses buy. Further, segmenting 

on traditional industry attributes like industry or employee 

numbers produces segments that are too broad and generic to 

derive any real insights for SME marketers.

New technology has the potential to bridge this 

gap, but to understand how it works — and how to 

leverage it in ABM campaigns for SME marketers 

— you must first understand ABM-at-Scale.

Why SME Marketers Have Struggled With 

ABM
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What Is  
ABM-At-Scale?

Traditionally, ABM campaigns are broken into three tiers:

    One-to-one: targeting between 1-5 accounts
    One-to-few: targeting between 5-15 accounts
    One-to-many: targeting 15-100+ accounts

In an ABM-at-Scale model, however, the ABM pyramid can 

be extended to include a fourth tier: one in which more than 

100,000+ accounts can be targeted at a time, in the same 

personalised manner as the three standard ABM tiers.

Here’s an example of what ABM-at-Scale can look like for SME 

marketers:
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The Marketing Warm-Up Play

What  
Marketers 

 are Saying

“I need to supply sales with high-fit, high-intent leads, but traditional form-fill 
campaigns don’t give us the volume and quality of leads we need to achieve our 
revenue goals. How do we drive engagement from the right accounts in a way  
that’s personalised but also scalable — all while joining up sales and marketing 
at the right time?”

The Marketing Warm-Up Play

In this campaign template, marketing is running a top-of-funnel (TOFU) awareness 

campaign to warm up accounts before sales outreach.

Audience   Known: Unengaged accounts that your sales team  
is prospecting

Unknown: Best-fit accounts that have never been 
engaged.

ABM Play: Digitally warm up your target account list, before and during sales outreach

Goal

Drive top-of-funnel 
engagement from known 
and unknown accounts, 
making them aware of 
your brand with highly 
personalised content.

Tactics

Digital ads 
Serve up content and 
offers to buyer personas 
in known and unknown 
accounts on different 
digital channels.

Sales outreach 
Nurture engaged accounts 
and leads with consistent 
messaging at just the right 
time to create a unified 
customer journey.

Other tactics  
Gifting, events,  
direct mail.

Outcome

By running digital warm-up campaigns, you’ll prime 
target accounts, making it easier for sales to book 
meetings or create opportunities with them, as they’re 
already familiar with your brand. When measuring 
success, look for an increase in on-site visits and 
conversions, as well as an upward trend in your total 
number of engaged accounts.

Quick Tip With Growth Intelligence’s ABM platform, you’ll be able to surface, at scale, the accounts that are engaging with your brand so that sales can prioritise 
their outreach to those that are most likely to convert — no more cold calling. In practice, marketers that use the ABM platform see a 40%+ boost in sales 
conversion rates when targeting accounts that have been digitally warmed up, as the built-in AI Audience Builder uses a broad range of unique data points to 
create a target account list that better reflects your ideal customers.
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Preparing To 
Launch Your 
ABM-At-Scale 
Campaign

As you prepare to launch your first ABM-at-Scale campaign 

— whether using the Marketing Warm Up playbook above or 

any other structure — ensure each of the following steps are 

addressed before hitting the ‘Launch’ button.

1. Plan Your Campaign Approach
Using the template above or your own strategy, begin defining 

your campaign’s approach by mapping a high-level workflow of 

your ABM campaign. This might mean factoring any or all of the 

following into account:

    Sales motion: what cadences are sales running, how do they 

manage follow-ups, etc.
    Contact ownership: who owns what at each stage of the 

process (i.e. marketing, SDRs, BDMAEE)
    Digital workflows: inbound leads and how they flow through 

to acquisition
    Lead nurturing: what do you do with leads once they’re in 

your funnel?
    Content marketing: what content is needed where?
    Events (digital events): how do events play a role in ABM 

thought leadership?
    Process: MQAs (Marketing Qualified Accounts or Leads), 

SQLs, opps, etc. 
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Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

2. Create or Refine Your ICP Profiles
Don’t skimp on this step. It’s vitally important to complete 

your ICP profiles properly in order to create content that truly 

resonates with your audience. Without this piece of work, you 

may struggle to create content that generates engagement 

within your ABM campaign.

Create ICP profiles using this template, courtesy of Edwin Abl, 

an advisor to Growth Intelligence. You can have one ICP or 10, 

but make sure to focus on these points:

    What is the problem/challenge in the market? 
    Why is it important for your prospects to solve? 
    How does your solution map towards these considerations? 

What is the connection?
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3. Map Out Your 
Account Lists and 
Segmentation
To create account lists and segments 

for your ABM campaign, you’ll need 

to know how to identify individual 

accounts — which you can do with or 

without Growth Intelligence. 

Look at your best customers  
to determine what they have  

in common

Partner with a data  
vendor to create a list of target 

accounts

Scrub your list to remove  
poor-fit companies

This might include their  
SIC or NAICS codes, numbers  

of employees, estimated  
revenue, etc.

For instance, you might use their 
filters and sliders to produce a list 

of companies with the SIC code 
1841, 10+ employees, and £2m+ in 

revenue

Vendor lists may include 
companies that are misclassified 
(or that aren’t classified the way 
you would expect). You’ll need 

to sort through the noise before 
launching your campaign to 

prevent wasted spend.

The Standard Approach

Create a CSV of your 
best-performing 

customers

Upload your list to an  
AI-based audience 

builder (like the one in 
our ABM platform)

Instantly access a highly 
targeted list of best-
fit accounts to target 

(known and unknown)

Segment your list into 
genuinely useful, ABM-

ready microsegments for 
your campaign

Audience Building Using AI

Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign
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Generally speaking, AI-based audience builders make it 

possible to segment audiences at a more granular level, creating 

ABM-ready microsegments that enable ABM-at-Scale. Doing 

so is more difficult with the standard approach to audience 

identification, as most segments will be very generic and, 

therefore, won’t be fit for purpose for ABM-at-Scale.

In addition, you can use AI-based audience builders to create 

specific ABM segments based on potential spend (which you 

can’t do with the standard approach). For example, you can 

use this technology to invite prospects that are likely to spend 

more to join you at a fancy networking dinner at a Michelin 

Star restaurant. Conversely, you can warm up lower-value 

accounts with ads and get your sales team to follow up via 

phone — an acquisition approach that’s more proportionate to 

their likely spend. 

Currently, Growth Intelligence’s ABM platform is the only AI-

based audience builder that allows you to do this. 

4. Build Your Positioning Narratives
Build your positioning narratives, starting with Edwin Abl’s 

template here. Remember, your Product or Product Marketing 

teams should provide input into this process. Marketing should 

also provide input for deliverables that can support content 

marketing, campaign development, outbound selling (which 

sales should also own), and external market messages, i.e. PR.

Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

Factor the following elements into account: 

    The problem you are trying to solve
    Why is solving it so important?
    What does the brand stand for?
    What is the messaging for each persona?
    Being customer-led, what’s in it for them?
    How persona and industry affect your narratives
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5. Determine Your Channel Strategy
Keep this step simple by focusing on the channels where your 

customers already are. If your customers are using LinkedIn, 

target them on LinkedIn. If your customers are on Facebook, 

target them there. 

Whatever you do, make sure your audiences are interoperable, 

meaning that they can be used on whatever channels you 

have chosen as part of your strategy. If you’re using LinkedIn, 

for example, make sure your audience builder has LinkedIn 

Company IDs included as a field to maximise the match rate 

(Growth Intelligence allows you to use your audiences on the 

most popular B2B advertising channels). 

Secondly, if you’re running a multi-channel campaign — as most 

SME marketers will want to do — figure out at what point in the 

process you’ll have sales step in. Is it after a member of your list 

has downloaded one piece of content? Is it after you’ve seen 

a sufficient level of engagement, as measured by companies 

clicking on your ads? 

Within LinkedIn, for example, you can see ad engagement at the 

account level in your Campaign Manager by going to Matched 

Audiences and then sorting by engagement level. 

In addition, if you’re using Growth Intelligence’s ABM platform, 

you can measure and act on engaged accounts directly in your 

dashboard. 

Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign
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Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

6. Plan Your Content 
Strategy
DO NOT LAUNCH without a clear content 

strategy. Content is the pillar of ABM.

 

Here’s the simplest approach to content you 

can follow within your campaign:

    Create a pillar content piece (i.e. research)
    Break the content into streams or 

individual pieces of micro-content
    Plan the flow of distribution from pillar 

launch to daily content flows across your 

chosen channels
    Test and learn for no longer than three 

months 

   Example eBook by Growth 
Intelligence

Sizing up the UK fleet market

The vast majority (98%) have fleets of less than 100 

vehicles. A closer inspection of these operators’ 

revenue distributions shows that under half (38%) 

turn over between £10m-£25m annually, suggesting 

that many operators are small-medium enterprises 

(SMEs).

And SMEs require their own unique approach for 

marketing and sales as they typically:

�  Have only one to two decision-makers – often 

the business owner/s themselves – unlike large 

businesses that rely on multi-stakeholder input.

�  Take considerable time to learn what they need 

from an offering as they lack the confidence or 

experience to instinctively know what technology 

they should invest in.

�  Only have a clear idea of what they want after 

spending considerable time researching; this 

means they have already moved a significant 

distance down the sales funnel before deciding to 

reach out to a product/service provider.

Any sales and marketing strategies should take 

these unique traits into account by adapting tone 

of voice, messaging, and core offerings to aid the 

SME during its buying journey. It’s here that Growth 

Intelligence’s data can play a vital role, offering 

insights that help your sales and marketing team 

nudge SMEs into action.

Our research reveals there are 
149,929 fleet operators making up 
the UK fleet market

Fleet Size (vehicles) Percentage No of businesses

(0.0, 100.0] 98.38% 147,508

(100.0, 200.0] 0.99% 1,481

(200.0, 300.0] 0.22% 336

(300.0, 400.0] 0.11% 170

(400.0, 500.0] 0.09% 132

(500.0, 600.0] 0.05% 68

(600.0, 700.0] 0.02% 30

(700.0, 800.0] 0.02% 34

(800.0, 900.0] 0.02% 23

(900.0, 1000.0] 0.01% 15

(1000.0+ ] 0.09% 132

Total 100.00% 149,929

10m - 25m

25m - 50m

7.5m - 10m

5m - 7.5m

2.5m - 5m

50m - 75m

100m - 250m

1m - 2.5m

75m - 100m

250m - 500m

750k - 1m

250k - 500k

500k - 750k

0 - 250k

500m - 750m

750m - 1b

2b+

1b - 2b
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Revenue Range Breakdown for (0, 100]  
Fleet Size Range

Chapter 2

10 Exclusive Insights on Fleet Buyers Revealed6

Leverage unique insights about fleet operators to inform your 
go-to-market strategies and supercharge your growth.

10 Exclusive Insights  
on Business Fleet 
Operators Revealed

eBook
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Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

At this stage, you may find it helpful to think 

about building a content hierarchy for each 

ICP you’ll target in your campaign. The 

Joseph Campbell and Storybrand approaches 

may also help you identify ways to build a 

compelling story with your content. 

 

The following are some additional content 

ideas as you’re planning your launch: 

    Quantitative or qualitative research: A pillar content piece that is then 

broken down into micro-content for distribution.

    Turn sales objections into thought leadership: Collate all the current 

sales objections and spin the content into thought leadership pieces. 

This serves a dual purpose, sales enablement to support deals and 

marketing content.

    Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) about your business: Write down 

10 FAQs and answer the questions in a brief manner that establishes 

you as an “expert in your field”.

    ‘Should ask’ questions about your business: Start thinking of 

competitive advantages you have in the marketplace here. Why are you 

better? What problems do you solve versus a competitor? What can you 

teach them that they should know, but don’t realise?

   SEO content: This should be scheduled into the mix to help rankings
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Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

In some cases, you may also want to include 

an email nurture function in your plan. Some 

companies will want to call straight away, 

while others will want to nurture prospects 

with a combination of emails and calls. 

Whether your process includes sequences 

for outbound, email nurturing, or inbound 

nurturing, ensure you’ve mapped out every 

stage of the digital workflow.
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Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

7. Add to or Update Your  
Martech Stack
 Build the architecture of your Martech stack before 

launching your campaign. Depending on the size of your lists 

and the size of your budget, it might make sense to enlist 

more robust technologies here, instead of cooking up a DIY 

strategy.

ABM Execution Platforms

Full UK Coverage (designed for ABM-at-Scale)
    Growth Intelligence —  www.growthintelligence.com

  Partial UK Coverage (designed for traditional ABM  

for enterprise accounts)
    Demandbase — www.demandbase.com 
    Terminus — www.terminus.com 
    RollWorks — www.rollworks.com 

Data Platforms
  Growth Intelligence —  www.growthintelligence.com
    Enlyft — www.enlyft.com
    Lusha — www.lusha.com
    ZoomInfo — www.zoominfo.com
    Sales Intel — https://salesintel.io
    Rocket Reach — https://rocketreach.co
    LeadIQ — https://leadiq.com
    Ocean.io — www.ocean.io

CRM
    HubSpot — www.hubspot.com
    Salesforce — www.salesforce.com
    Pipedrive — www.pipedrive.com

Sales Execution
    Outreach.io — www.outreach.io
    Salesloft — www.salesloft.com
    YesWare — www.yesware.com
    MixMax — www.mixmax.com

    HubSell — www.hubsell.com
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Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

Chatbots
    Drift — www.drift.com
    Crisp — www.crisp.chat

ABM Gifting
    Reachdesk — www.reachdesk.com

Analytics & SEO
    Google Analytics/GTM
    SEMRush — www.semrush.com
    Hotjar — www.hotjar.com
    Optinmonster — www.optinmonster.com

Customer Data
    Planhat — www.planhat.com
    Intercom — www.intercom.com

Other Tools
  Bombara — www.bombara.com
  Phantom Buster — www.phantombuster.com
  Zopto — www.zopto.com
  Sopro — www.sopro.io
  RightMessage — www.rightmessage.com
  Hippo Video — www.hippovideo.io

8. Update Your Data
Once your martech stack is in place, take the following steps,  

as appropriate:

    Upload your data to your chosen CRM 
    Perform data enrichment or data cleaning exercises, as 

appropriate
    Ensure your accounts are tagged correctly to measure 

campaign effectiveness
    Assign contact ownerships based on the campaign map you 

built earlier
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Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

9. Establish Your Target Metrics & Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Optimise your campaigns for visibility, engagement, funnel 

acceleration, and other similar metrics. ABM KPIs tend to 

prioritise time-on-site and engagement over traditional lead gen 

KPIs, as some of these accounts may already be in the pipeline. 

At a minimum, the following are the core metrics you’ll want to 

measure as part of a successful ABM programme:

    Pipeline
    Qualified accounts
    Funnels of stages of ops
    Campaign effectiveness
    Reach/penetration
    Win rates/velocity

Look to build this in one dashboard, if possible, to streamline the 

monitoring of your campaign’s performance.

10. Establish Lead Scoring Models 
Based on Engagement Data
All ABM campaigns should have some lead scoring mechanism 

in place. Typically, this is implemented with a marketing or email 

automation platform as a part of an ongoing email nurture 

sequence.

However, there are limits to the value of email.

    Increasingly stringent regulations require marketers to 

obtain and regularly reconfirm recipients’ consent to send 

marketing messages.

    Email is losing ground to communication tools like Slack, 

making it more difficult to raise peoples’ interest through 

email.

    Changes to tracking cookie policies intended to protect 

consumers’ privacy make it more difficult to understand and 

measure prospect activities.
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However you decide to move forward, ensure you have some 

mechanism in place for surfacing accounts based on their level 

of engagement and enabling sales to prioritise their outreach to 

those that are most likely to be genuinely interested.

Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

Another alternative for prioritising outreach to specific leads 

is to incorporate engagement data into your ABM-at-Scale 

workflow. Here’s what that can look like in practice:

    Using Growth Intelligence’s platform, you can export a list 

of highly targeted accounts — based on our Fit AI algorithm, 

your target customer personas and more — for use as a 

custom audience on an advertising platform like LinkedIn.

    As you push targeted messaging to these audiences, you can 

then observe which accounts are engaging with your content 

— not just those who are filling out your forms or clicking your 

links, but those whose ‘digital body language’ in terms of likes, 

views, and shares suggests actual interest.

    Growth Intelligence can then consolidate activity across 

multiple people within a single account to produce a 

prioritised outreach list for sales (or you can perform these 

calculations manually to set your own list.
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Preparing To Launch Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

11. Make a Plan for Campaign 
Reporting
In general, target accounts should be separated from pure lead 

acquisition efforts in your reporting. Growth Intelligence’s 

platform allows you to do this through in-built reporting 

capabilities that present Fit AI, Value AI, Persona AI, and 

Journey Management data in actionable formats.

However, if you aren’t able to track engagement on a per-session 

basis or capture information about the companies on your site, 

programs like Google Data Analytics or Campaign Manager can 

still provide some insight.

 

Keep in mind, however, that metrics review and performance 

assessment are often done in siloes (i.e. in marketing ops and 

sales ops). Do not let this happen. Make sure you have a ‘ONE 

TEAM’ ethos built around a view of the full-funnel flow-

through — from acquisition to purchase, cross-sell/up-sell 

opportunities, and LTV.

12. Train Your Sales Team
Finally, before you begin, set expectations with your sales team 

about the volume and type of leads that come in from ABM-

to-Scale. Each representative should have clear expectations 

set around what sales activities to engage in, how quickly they 

should respond, how much longer sales cycles will be, and how 

they should educate leads.

As a quick tip, consider putting into place an SLA (service level 

agreement) with your sales team to ensure leads are followed 

up on within a specific time period so that you don’t lose 

momentum (here’s an SLA template from Hubspot). As a rule 

of thumb, aim for two hours for inbound leads. For engaged 

accounts, we recommend no longer than a 2-week window for a 

sales follow up.

 

Once you have these factors in place you are, in essence, ready 

to go. 
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Running Your 
ABM-At-Scale 
Campaign

Once each step in the previous section is completed, you’re 

ready to turn on and run your ABM-at-Scale campaign.

Keep in mind, however, that ABM will only work if you’re 

running always-on, engaging, and strategic campaigns. Do not 

launch campaigns in siloes. True ABM is a strategic play. Your 

goal as the ABM leader is to ensure that your vision builds 

momentum and that your narrative to your market and your 

campaign streams are ongoing.

The following are a few suggestions to keep in mind as you 

continue to update and refine your ABM-at-Scale campaigns.

Optimising Your Campaigns with 
Channel-Specific Best Practices
Keep the following best practices in mind for the different 

channels that play a role in your ABM-at-Scale campaigns.
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LinkedIn

  Use audience buyer team retargeting in accounts (i.e. upload 

your sales pipeline to drive awareness ads into multiple 

stakeholders presumed to be involved in the account).

  Improve your ad messaging with concrete language that 

solves a specific challenge like, “Hey customer, here’s how 

we can help you solve one specific problem.”

  Take the time to set up company-wide branding of your 

business through your employees (e.g. banner image on 

profiles, exact company messaging on all profiles, content 

added to profiles, etc.).

  Encourage individuals to post content to their networks 

(enabled by marketing, if possible).

  Use automated tools (i.e. Zopto) to have always-on brand 

awareness (e.g. visiting profiles, asking for connections, 

sharing pieces of content, etc.).

  Target company followers with more specific messaging and 

content.

  Add valuable insight to discussions. Regularly engage with 

your contacts, post discussions, and add comments to 

content shared by industry leaders.

  Use a group Sales Navigator account to manage the business 

network (and to prevent lost contacts when your existing 

champions leave the business).

  Send 1:1 InMails en-masse, when possible.

  Plan sufficient spend — otherwise, your ads won’t be shown 

to enough accounts, enough times, to reach a sufficient 

number of accounts and generate a sufficient number of 

leads for sales to engage with. Depending on the size of your 

audience, we recommend a spend of between £5-10K on 

LinkedIn, per month

  If your budgets are small, pair LinkedIn campaigns with 

retargeting on Facebook, Twitter, and other platforms. This 

will lower your acquisition costs, even though it may not be 

where your core audience spends their focus.

ABM-At-SCALE Playbook 21
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Running Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

Facebook

  Use Facebook as an alternative to LinkedIn if your audiences 

are unlikely to be on LinkedIn (e.g. because they’re small 

coffee shop owners).

  Facebook is cheaper than LinkedIn because its ad targeting 

is optimised for B2C marketing. Use tools like Growth 

Intelligence, Clearbit, or Metadata.io to create Facebook-

compatible B2B audiences.

  Follow the same best practices as LinkedIn, such as using 

clear language and appeals that are directly relevant to your 

audience.

  Pay close attention to your relevance score, and make 

changes to your copy or creative if it falls below a 7 out of 

10. This will impact what you’ll pay in ad costs.

  Make sure your ads are optimised for mobile visibility, as the 

social network’s growth is largely fuelled by mobile ads.

  Test Facebook’s Custom Audiences to reach targeted 

accounts, and ensure your engagement data is being fed 

back to a central platform where it can be used to inform 

sales outreach.

Ultimately, no matter what platform you’re using, the end goal 

here is to create a pincer movement on accounts. Marketing 

provides air cover, while SDRs engage outbound with curious 

and relevant messaging. BDMs provide hyper-personal 

prospecting, while Customer Success focuses on driving 

customer value. If you connect all the streams, you will be 

successful with ABM-to-Scale.
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Running Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

Holding Sales Performance 
Accountable to ABM Goals
As you get started with your ABM-at-Scale campaigns, 

help your reps understand what proper support looks like 

by implementing a RAG system (this template, courtesy of 

Edwin Abl, can help). Though this isn’t a true performance 

management system, it can help your team understand what 

types of activities are required to be successful. Monitor the 

results weekly to ensure compliance.

Organise the team around the speed of getting  

results. Consider:

    Monday kick-off sessions
    Daily stand-ups
    Weekly peer-review on opportunities for learning
    Monthly peer-review of sales discovery calls

Above all, make it fun. Offer short-term incentives and SPIFFs 

to drive behaviours. Set team goals — not just individual goals 

— and review your ABM dashboard in joint meetings with 

members of your sales, marketing, and customer success teams. 
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Running Your ABM-At-Scale Campaign

One way to do this is by building a customer advisory 

panel — also known as an external customer council — to 

build better relationships with high-value customers by 

creating a forum for their voices and feedback to be heard. 

Following on this, build a thought leadership platform based 

on research and empirical evidence that gives back to the 

market.

Further Ideas for ABM-at-Scale 
Optimisation
Growth Intelligence customers have found the following steps 

to be helpful as they optimise their ABM-at-Scale campaigns in 

the long-run:

    Implement a sales certification programme. Implement 

a sales certification, and plan to have all members of the 

team certified in the company pitch as a part of a formalised 

training process to ensure consistency. 

  Create a continual launch process. Create specific digital 

marketing strategies for product marketing and have a 

continuous launch process that integrates with your ABM 

workflows.

   Invest in Voice of the Customer. Increase the cross-over 

between new business and customer marketing by placing 

customers and their stories at the heart of marketing efforts.
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Your ABM Checklist 
In summary, properly planning your ABM-at-Scale campaign 

launch helps to bake in success from the start. 

    Plan your campaign approach by mapping a high-level 

workflow of your ABM campaign (using the Growth 

Intelligence Marketing Warm-Up Play or any other 

structure)

    Create or refine your ICP profiles so that any content you 

create for your campaign is likely to resonate with your 

audience

    Map out your planned account lists and segmentation, using 

the standard approach or an AI-based audience builder tool

    Build positioning narratives that ensure you understand the 

problem you’re trying to solve and why it matters to your 

ICPs

    Determine an appropriate channel strategy, based on 

where your customers already spend time

    Plan your content strategy — remember, content is the 

pillar of ABM!

    Add to or update your martech stack as necessary

     Update the data underpinning your ABM-at-Scale campaign

     Establish the target metrics and key performance indicators 

(KPIs) you’ll track as part of your campaign

     Establish your lead scoring models, incorporating 

engagement data to the greatest degree possible

    Make a plan for campaign reporting based on your target 

metrics and KPIs

    Train your sales team on your expectations for leads 

generated during your ABM-at-Scale campaign

    Utilise channel-specific best practices to refine your 

campaign on an ongoing basis

    Expand your ABM-at-Scale campaign to additional 

segments within your total addressable market (TAM), 

incorporating your learnings as you go
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Growth Intelligence’s ABM-at-Scale platform makes it possible 

to execute account-based marketing (ABM) campaigns to 

thousands of businesses at once, across multiple channels. By 

leveraging AI to find and target the right audiences with the right 

messaging, we’re able to increase lead conversion rates by up to 

5X whilst also reducing CPL.

Ready to learn more? Visit our website at  

https://growthintelligence.com/.
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